DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
DEC 16-23, 2022 - MAY 6-13, 2023 - MAY 13-20, 2023
$2,300 - includes airfare, local food, lodging, & transportation. Working with Solid Rock International conducting rural health clinics. Dental, pharmacy, construction, & PT spots available upon request. Trips depart from Las Vegas typically late Friday evening and return late the following Saturday evening. Students need to provide their own transportation to and from the Las Vegas airport plus be responsible for food while traveling. The typical student has needed an extra $200 depending on how many souvenirs they purchase.
Common Reader: Mountains Beyond Mountains

MONTANA
MAY 15-19, 2023
$1,200 - includes airfare, food, and lodging. Working with the Warriors & Quiet Waters Foundation to help injured war veterans on world-class fly fishing excursions. The Warriors & Quiet Waters Foundation believes that they are part of the solution regarding our nation’s injured defenders by providing a respite from the stresses of war, the monotony of lengthy hospital stays and traditional therapy, and the many day-to-day struggles experienced by injured veterans.
Common Reader: Various articles provided by Warriors and Quiet Waters (or Dopesick)

SHIPROCK, NEW MEXICO
FEB 26 - MAR 4, 2023
$750 - includes transportation, lodging, and most food. Students will tour an IHS hospital, do community service with Native non-profits and visit a street medicine program. We will also volunteer at local schools, visit long-term care centers and clinics. This trip counts as service for most students with some patient exposure. Learn about culturally competent health care.
Common Reader: Scalpel and the Silver Bear

SALT LAKE CITY
OCT 14-18, 2022
$500 - includes transportation, lodging, and most food. Students will visit local non-profits such as Ronald McDonald House, Enircle Healthcare, 4th St Clinic for Homeless patients, and conduct service in urban underserved areas. Tour University of Utah, Roseman and/or Rocky Mountain based on students' needs. Primarily a service oriented trip. Learn about culturally competent healthcare, homeless healthcare, LGBTQ+ healthcare.
Common Reader: Various articles

Register: bit.ly/uhs-cultural-immersion

FOR MORE INFORMATION: contact Dr. John Weber/john.weber@usu.edu or Dr. Wayne Hatch/wayne.hatch@usu.edu